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Control mice and control your costs
SUPERPROOF™ is the most effective mice infestation solution for social housing
providers and local authorities for one main reason – it works.
We have developed unique technology and techniques, combined with the latest ideas in
habitat manipulation, to proof homes against mice in just one visit.

It is what makes SUPERPROOF™ the UK’s
only sustainable mice pest solution

IT’S GUARANTEED
TO WORK

IT’S COST EFFECTIVE

IT’S HUMANE AND
ECO-FRIENDLY

It pays to SUPERPROOF™ it
SUPERPROOF™ is a thorough and effective solution to
mice infestation. Superproofing 1,000 homes over five
years costs 40% less than baiting*.
*Based on average costs and industry-standard success rates

With SUPERPROOF™, there are:
No kitchen removals or refits
No main contractor ‘builder proofing’
No top up baiting visits for problem cases
No legal costs
No rehousing costs

IT MAKES TENANTS
HAPPY

Baiting with poison
A single visit fix in over 90% of cases. No
fixtures or fittings removed. Properties
guaranteed mice-free for 6 months.

Single fix solution means treatment costs
across whole housing stock are reduced,
controlled and quantifiable.

No poisons (rodenticides), so
eco-friendly, and preferred by
tenants concerned about children,
pets and wildlife.

The humane way to control mice, so
supported by many tenants, wildlife
groups and animal protection agencies.

Single visit fix means less fuss, so
generates impressive satisfaction rates,
especially for tenants with phobias,
children and pets.

VS

Baiting works in fewer than 1 in 3 first
visits, requiring repeat visits. Sometimes
it never works.

VS

Repeat visits, and extra management
costs, make baiting more costly and
hard to budget for.

VS

Rodenticides can kill pets and wildlife.
Mice can become tolerate to poison, and
behaviourally-resistant to it.

VS

Mice can take days to die.
Decomposition can cause extra
environmental problems and secondary
poisoning risks.

Lack of effectiveness of baiting
generates additional complaints to
housing staff and local council
representatives.

VS

The SUPERPROOF™ advantage
Mice infestation causes damage worth £millions, serious hygiene problems and big worries
for your tenants. With SUPERPROOF™, those problems go away – along with the mice.
All you’re left with are:

Happy Tenants

Happy Housing Officers

Happy Finance Manager

To book a visit or find out more

0808 133 2330
superproofme@superproof.co.uk

SUPERPROOF™ is part of

providing national emergency soft FM and specialist waste management services

